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Overview of Topics

Parulski teaches using a range map for identifying and 
extracting objects in the Fig. 14 method

It is undisputed that Parulski’s image enhancement method 
maintains Wide position POV under Petitioner’s construction

The specification does not require that Wide perspective POV
be maintained in a wide POV image

Patent Owner’s evidence of secondary consideration 
has no nexus with the claims of the ’479 patent

Patent Owner’s evidence is not credible and no evidence 
demonstrates commercial success, failure of others, or copying
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Claim Construction in Dispute

• Limitation 1(e)

APPL-1001, Claim 1.

• Petitioner’s Construction

Patent Owner Response at 13.

• Patent Owner’s Construction

“fused image in which the positions and 
shapes of objects reflect the POV of the 
Wide camera”

“fused image in which the positions or
shapes of objects reflect those of the 
Wide camera”

Petitioner Reply at 6 (same construction as in Petition but 
using Patent Owner’s terminology).
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POV in a fused image refers to two distinct concepts —
maintaining object shape or maintaining object position

Patent Owner Response at 11-12.

APPL-1013 (Szeliski at 468) cited in
Patent Owner Response at 12.
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Maintaining object position means Wide position POV
Maintaining object shape means Wide perspective POV

Petition at 7-8 citing APPL-1001, 5:10-33; Reply at 1-4.

Objects in a fused image maintain “shape 
and position” or “shape or position of a 
combination” of either sub-camera. 
This is referred to as:

(i.e., object shape) or 
(i.e., object position)

is maintained in a fused 
image by matching pixels of the Wide and 
Tele images (i.e., registration mapping).

is maintained in a 
fused image only by “shifting” the Tele image 
before registration, a separate step from 
registration mapping.
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